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THE EQUIVARIANT COHOMOLOGY THEORY OF TWISTED
GENERALIZED COMPLEX MANIFOLDS
YI LIN
ABSTRACT. It has been shown recently by Kapustin and Tomasiello that
the mathematical notion of Hamiltonian actions on twisted generalized
Ka¨hler manifolds is in perfect agreement with the physical notion of gen-
eral (2, 2) gauged sigma models with three-form fluxes. In this article,
we study the twisted equivariant cohomology theory of Hamiltonian ac-
tions on H-twisted generalized complex manifolds. If the manifold sat-
isfies the ∂∂-lemma, we establish the equivariant formality theorem. If
in addition, the manifold satisfies the generalized Ka¨hler condition, we
prove the Kirwan injectivity in this setting. We then consider the Hamil-
tonian action of a torus on anH-twisted generalized Calabi-Yau manifold
and extend to this case the Duistermaat-Heckman theorem for the push-
forward measure.
As a side result, we show in this paper that the generalized Ka¨hler
quotient of a generalized Ka¨hler vector space can never have a (cohomo-
logically) non-trivial twisting. This gives a negative answer to a question
asked by physicists whether one can construct (2, 2) gauged linear sigma
models with non-trivial fluxes.
1. INTRODUCTION
Generalized complex geometry was initiated by Hitchin [H02] and fur-
ther developed by Gualtieri in [Gua03]. It provides a unifying framework
for both symplectic geometry and complex geometry, and turns out to be a
useful geometric language understanding various aspects of string theory.
Generalized Ka¨hler geometry, the generalized complex version of Ka¨hler
geometry, was introduced by Gualtieri, who also shows that it is equiv-
alent to the bi-Hermitian geometry which was first discovered by Gates,
Hull and Rocek [GHR84] from the study of general (2, 2) supersymmetric
sigma models.
In [LT05], Tolman and the author proposed a definition of a Hamilton-
ian action and a moment map in both generalized complex geometry and
generalized Ka¨hler geometry. Recently, it has been shown by Kapustin and
Tomasiello [KT06] that the mathematical notion of Hamiltonian actions on
generalized Ka¨hler manifolds introduced in [LT05] is in perfect agreement
with the expectations from renormalization group flow, and corresponds
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2exactly to the physical notion of general (2, 2) gauged sigma models with
three-form fluxes.
In this paper, we study the equivariant cohomology theory of Hamilton-
ian actions on twisted generalized complex andKa¨hler manifolds. To better
explain the ideas involved in this work, let us first state an equivalent defi-
nition of Hamiltonian actions on generalized complex manifolds. Suppose
a compact Lie group G with Lie algebra g acts on an H-twisted general-
ized complex manifold (M,J ), where H is a closed three form onM. The
action is said to be Hamiltonian if there exists an equivariant smooth func-
tion µ : M → g∗, called the generalized moment map, a g∗-valued one
form α ∈ Ω1(M, g∗), called the moment one form, such that H+α is equiv-
ariantly closed (in the usual Cartan model) and such that the following
diagram commutes:
g >C∞(M)
C∞(TM⊕ T∗M),
∨>
where the horizontal map is given by ξ 7→ fξ, the vertical map is given
by f 7→ −Jdf, and the diagonal map is given by ξ 7→ ξM+ αξ. Therefore,
morally speaking, the Hamiltonian action of a compact Lie group G not
only defines an action on the manifold M, but also defines an extended
action on the exact Courant algebroid TM⊕ T∗M. 1
The equivariant cohomology theory has been an important topic in the
study of group actions on manifolds. However, the usual equivariant co-
homology theory encodes only the cohomological information of group ac-
tions on manifolds, and does not give us any information on the extended
group actions on the exact Courant algebroid TM⊕ T∗M. So when consid-
ering the consequence of the ∂¯∂-lemma for Hamiltonian actions on gener-
alized complex manifolds, the author [Lin06] was forced to introduce two
extensions of the usual equivariant de Rham cohomology theory, called the
generalized equivariant cohomology and the generalized equivariant Dol-
beault cohomology, to encode the information of the extended actions on
TM⊕ T∗M.
In this paper, we explain that the generalized equivariant cohomology
introduced in [Lin06] is actually the usual equivariant cohomology twisted
by the equivariantly closed three form H + α. We note that the equivariant
cohomology theory of general extended group actions on exact Courant
1 Indeed, the elements of extended group actions on exact Courant algebroids has been
developed in [Hu05], and, more generally, in [BCG05].
3algebroids has been developed by Hu and Uribe [HuUribe06]. 2 In par-
ticular, Hu and Uribe proved that the twisted equivariant cohomology has
the usual expected properties of an equivariant cohomology theory such as
functoriality, Mayer-Vietoris lemma, Thom isomorphism, localization the-
orem, etc.
In this context, the equivariant ∂∂-lemma obtained in [Lin06] can be best
understood in the framework of twisted equivariant cohomology theory.
Let us consider the Hamiltonian action of a compact Lie group on an H-
twisted generalized complex manifold satisfying the ∂∂-lemma. As an im-
mediate consequence of the equivariant ∂∂-lemma, we obtain the equivari-
ant formality of the twisted equivariant cohomology HG(M,H + α). Now
assume the compact Lie group is a torus T , and assume that the manifold
satisfies the generalized Ka¨hler condition, we establish the Kirwan injectiv-
ity theorem for the twisted equivariant cohomology HT(M,H + α).
It is an interesting question that if we can understand the cohomology
of the generalized Ka¨hler quotients from the cohomology of the Hamilton-
ian generalized Ka¨hler manifold upstairs. We believe that the equivariant
formality theorem and Kirwan injectivity theorem we established in this
paper is useful for answering such a question. As a side result, we show
that the generalized Ka¨hler quotient of a generalized Ka¨hler vector space
can never have a (cohomologically) non-trivial twisting. This gives a neg-
ative answer to a question asked by physicists whether one can construct
gauged linear sigma models with non-trivial fluxes.
As an application of the twisted equivariant cohomology, we investigate
theHamiltonian action of a torus T on anH-twisted generalized Calabi-Yau
manifold (M,ρ), where ρ is anH-twisted generalized Calabi-Yau structure,
i.e., a nowhere vanishing section of the canonical line bundle of the gener-
alized complex manifoldM such that dρ = H∧ ρ for the closed three form
H.
Indeed, theHamiltonian action on generalized Calabi-Yau manifolds has
been studied in the very recent works of Nitta, [NY06], [NY07]. Under
the assumption that both the twisting three form H and the moment one
form α are zeroes, Nitta showed that the generalized Calabi-Yau structure
descends to the generalized complex quotient. More interestingly, he ob-
served that the Mukai pairing (ρ, ρ) gives rise to a volume form and so a
measure on the generalized Calabi-Yau manifold; and if the type of the gen-
eralized Calabi-Yau structure is constant, then the push-froward measure
via the generalized moment map is absolutely continuous and varies as a
2 Wewould also like to mention that the equivariant Lie algebroid cohomology, as intro-
duced in [BCRR05], has been first studied in [BCG05, Sec. 5] in the context of generalized
complex geometry.
4polynomial in the connected component of the regular values of the gen-
eralized moment map. This has thus generalized the usual Duistermaat-
Heckman theorem to the setting of generalized Calabi-Yau manifolds. 3
However, the assumptions that both the twisting three form H and the
moment one form α equal zero are not natural when one studies group
actions on generalized complex manifolds. Indeed, even when the gener-
alized complex manifold is untwisted, the moment one form may come up
very naturally [LT05]. In this article, we show that neither one of these two
assumptions made in [NY07] are necessary, establishing the Duistermaat-
Heckman theorem in the setting of twisted generalized Calabi-Yau geome-
try in full generality. To achieve this we need to introduce the equivariant
differential formswith coefficients in the ring of formal power series, which
we discuss in the appendix.
Along the same line, we explain that the notion of Hamiltonian action
on generalized Calabi-Yau manifolds generalizes that of Hamiltonian ac-
tion on symplectic manifolds. In addition, we give concrete examples of
Hamiltonian action on (non-symplectic) generalized Calabi-Yau manifolds
and calculate the density function of the push-forwardmeasure via the gen-
eralized moment map explicitly.
Finally we would like to mention that there are four other groups who
have worked independently on the reduction and quotient construction
in generalized geometry: Bursztyn, Cavalcanti and Gualtieri [BCG05], S.
Hu[Hu05], P. Xu and M. Stie´non [SX05], Vaisman, I. [Va05]. In particular,
the connection between the work of Bursztyn, Cavalcanti and Gualtieri and
the gauged sigma model in physics is explained in [BCG05, Thm. 2.13].
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a quick review of
some foundational aspects of twisted cohomology and twisted equivariant
cohomology. Section 3 reviews elements of generalized complex geometry.
Section 4 establishes the equivariant formality and Kirwan injectivity the-
orems for the twisted equivariant cohomology of Hamiltonian actions on
twisted generalized Ka¨hler manifolds. Section 5 proves that the general-
ized Ka¨hler quotients of generalized vector spaces can never have a non-
trivial twisting. Section 6 establishes the Duistermaat-Heckman theorem in
the setting of twisted generalized Calabi-Yau manifolds in full generality.
Section 7 presents concrete examples of Hamiltonian action on generalized
Calabi-Yau manifolds which are not symplectic, and computes the density
function of the push-forwardmeasure explicitly. Appendix A discusses the
equivariant differential forms with coefficients in the ring of formal power
series.
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3 However, it seems that Nitta’s proof [NY07] has a small gap. Please see Remark 6.9 for
an explanation.
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2. TWISTED EQUIVARIANT COHOMOLOGY
2.1. Twisted cohomology, non-equivariant case. In this subsection, we
briefly review the elements of twisted cohomology theory. We refer to
[AS05] for an excellent account of many fundamental aspects of the the-
ory.
An H-twisted manifold M is a smooth manifold in the usual sense to-
gether with a closed three form H. The closed three form gives rise to a
twisted differential operator dH defined by
dHγ = dγ −H∧ γ, γ ∈ Ω(M).
It is easy to check directly that d2H = 0. We define the H-twisted cohomol-
ogy
H(M,H) = kerdH/imdH.
Given a two form λ onM, then we can form the twisted differential dH+dλ
and the group H(M,H + dλ). There is an isomorphism
H(M,H)→ H(M,H + dλ), [α] 7→ [exp(λ)α].
So any two closed differential three forms H and H ′, if representing the
same cohomology class, determine isomorphic groupsH(M,H) andH(H,H ′).
However, as there are many two forms λ such that H ′ = H+ dλ, these two
groups are not uniquely isomorphic. Note also there is a homomorphism
of groups
H(M,H ′)⊗H(M,H)→ H(M,H +H ′), [α]⊗ [β] 7→ [α∧ β].
In particular, when H ′ = 0, this homomorphism gives H(M,H) a natural
H(M)-module structure: if [α] ∈ H(M) and [β] ∈ H(M,H), then [α ∧ β] ∈
H(M,H).
2.2. Equivariant de Rham theory. LetG be a compact connected Lie group
and letΩG(M) = (Sg
∗⊗Ω(M))G be the Cartan complex of the G-manifold
M. For brevity we will write Ω = Ω(M) and ΩG = ΩG(M) when there is
no confusion. By definition an element ofΩG is an equivariant polynomial
from g to Ω and is called an equivariant differential form on M. The bi-
grading of the Cartan complex is defined by ΩijG = (S
ig∗ ⊗ Ωj−i)G. It is
equippedwith a vertical differential 1⊗d, which is usually abbreviated to d,
and the horizontal differential d ′, which is defined by d ′α(ξ) = −ιξMα(ξ).
Here ιξM denotes inner product with the vector field ξM onM induced by
ξ ∈ g. As a total complex,ΩG has the grading
(2.1) ΩkG =
⊕
i+j=k
Ω
ij
G
6and the total differential dG = d + d
′. The total cohomology kerdG/imdG
is the de Rham equivariant cohomology HG(M).
Now assume that the action ofG onM is free. Choose a basis ξ1, ξ2, · · · , ξk
of g. Then there exists θ1, θ2, · · · , θk ∈ Ω1(M), called the connection ele-
ments, such that ιξi,Mθ
j = δij, where δ
i
j is the Kronecker symbol, and ξi,M
is the vector field on M induced by ξi. Any differential form γ ∈ Ω(M)
can be uniquely written as γ = γhor +
∑
Iθ
IγI such that ιξi,Mγhor = 0 and
ιξi,MγI = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, where I is a multi-index, and γhor is said to be the
horizontal component of the form γ.
Let cik,l be the coefficient constants of the Lie algebra g, let
(2.2) ci = dθi+
1
2
cik,lθ
kθl
be the curvature elements, and let Ω(M)bas be the space of basic forms in
Ω(M), i.e., G-invariant forms which are annihilated by the vectors fields
generated by the group action. The usual de Rham differential induces
a differential d on Ωbas and the cohomology of the differential complex
(Ωbas, d) is denoted by H(Ωbas). Then the Cartan map C : ΩG(M) →
Ω(M)bas, which is defined by
(2.3) xI⊗ γ 7→ cI∧ γhor,
induces an isomorphism from HG(M) to H(Ωbas). More specifically, there
is a chain homotopy operatorQ : ΩG→ ΩG such that dGQ−QdG = id−C.
Define ∂r :=
∂
∂xr
, 1 ≤ r ≤ k, where x1, x2, · · · , xk are inderterminates in the
polynomial ring Sg∗, and define the operators K and R onΩG(M) by
K := −θr∂r, R := dθ
r∂r.
Then the chain homotopy operatorQ is given by
(2.4) Q = KF(I+ RF + (RF)2+ · · · ),
where F is an operator onΩG(M) which preserves its bi-grading. We refer
to [GS99, Chapter 5] for more details.
Let π : M → M/G be the quotient map. It is straightforward to check
that the pull-back map π∗ : H(M/G)→ H(Ωbas) is an isomorphism. In any
event, we have the following result.
Theorem 2.1. ([GS99]) Assume the action of G on M is free. Then the Cartan
map
ΩG→ Ω(M)bas, xI⊗ γ 7→ cI∧ γhor,
induces a natural isomorphism fromHG(M) to the ordinary cohomologyH(M/G).
72.3. Twisted equivariant cohomology. Throughout this subsection, we as-
sume that HG is an equivariantly closed three form in the Cartan model
ΩG(M). It gives rise to an HG-twisted differential dG,HG := dG− HG∧ on
ΩG(M) such that d
2
G,HG
= 0. We define
H(ΩG(M), HG) = kerdG,HG/imdG,HG .
Let Ω̂G =
(
Ŝg∗ ×Ω(M)
)G
. Here Ŝg∗ = C[[x1, x2, · · · , xn]] is the a-
adic completion of the polynomial ring Sg∗ with respect to the ideal a =
(x1, x2, · · · , xn). It is easy to see that theHG-twisted equivariant differential
onΩG extends naturally to a differential on Ω̂Gwhich squares to zero. For
brevity, this differential on Ω̂G is also denoted by dG,HG . The HG-twisted
equivariant cohomology is defined to be
HG(M,HG) = ker(Ω̂G
dG,HG−−−−→ Ω̂G)upslopeim(Ω̂G dG,HG−−−−→ Ω̂G).
In the special case HG = 0, the HG-twisted equivariant cohomology is
just H(Ω̂G(M), dG), the equivariant cohomology with coefficients in the
formal power series ring as we discussed in Appendix A.
Similar to the non-equivariant case, we have the following results.
Lemma 2.2. If λ is an equivariant differential two form, then there is an isomor-
phism
HG(M,HG)→ HG(M,HG+ dGλ), [α] 7→ [exp(λ)α].
Thus two equivariantly closed three forms HG and H
′
G representing the same
equivariant cohomology class determine the isomorphic groups HG(M,HG) and
HG(M,H
′
G).
Lemma 2.3. Let HG and H
′
G be two equivariantly closed three forms. If γ is
dG,HG -closed, and γ
′ is dG,H′G -closed, then γ
′ ∧ γ is dG,HG+H′G -closed. Conse-
quently there is a homomorphism
HG(M,H
′
G)⊗HG(M,HG)→ HG(M,HG+H ′G), [γ ′]⊗ [γ] 7→ [γ ′ ∧ γ].
In particular, when H ′G = 0, the homomorphism
H(Ω̂(M)G, dG)⊗HG(M,HG)→ HG(M,HG), [γ ′]⊗ [γ] 7→ [γ ′ ∧ γ]
defines an H(ΩG(M), dG)-module structure on HG(M,HG).
Note that since H(Ω̂(M)G, dG) is a (Ŝg∗)G-module, c.f. Appendix A,
HG(M,HG) carries a (Ŝg∗)G-module structure. Moreover, since (Sg∗)G is
a subring of (Ŝg∗)G, HG(M,HG) is also a (Sg∗)G-module.
Nowwe describe the relationship between the twisted equivariant coho-
mology HG(M,HG) and H(ΩG(M), HG). The sequence of modules
Sg∗ ⊗Ω(M) ⊇ a (Sg∗ ⊗Ω(M)) ⊇ · · · ⊇ ak (Sg∗ ⊗Ω(M)) ⊇ · · ·
8defines an a-adic topology on Sg∗ ⊗Ω(M), and so defines an a-adic topol-
ogy on its subspacesΩG = (Sg
∗ ⊗Ω(M))G and ker(ΩG
dG,HG−−−−→ ΩG). Then
from the quotient map
ker(ΩG
dG,HG−−−−→ ΩG)→ H(ΩG(M), HG)
we get an a-adic topology onH(ΩG(M), HG). It is straightforward to check
by definition that the completion ofH(Ω(M), HG)with respect to this topol-
ogy also carries a (Ŝg∗)G-module structure. The following result is a simple
consequence of [AM99, Prop. 10.2].
Proposition 2.4. There is a natural (Ŝg∗)G-module isomorphism from the HG-
twisted equivariant cohomologyHG(M,HG) to the completion ofH(ΩG(M), HG)
with respect to the a-adic topology we described above.
We refer to [HuUribe06] for a detailed treatment of the foundational as-
pects of the twisted equivariant cohomology. For our purpose, we will
need the following result later on.
Theorem 2.5. (Localization Theorem)([HuUribe06]) Suppose a compact con-
nected torus T acts on a compact manifoldM. Then the kernel and cokernel of the
canonical map
i∗ : H∗T(M,HT)→ H∗T(MT, i∗HT),
have support contained in
⋃
Hh, where M
T is the fixed points set of the torus T
action, H runs over the stabilizers 6= T , and h is the Lie algebra of H.
Remark 2.6. Let t∗ be the dual space of the Lie algebra t of T . Then St∗ =
C[x1, x2, · · · , xn] is a polynomial ring in n variables. The support of an St∗-
module A is defined to be supp(A) =
⋂
{f∈St∗|f·A=0}Vf, where Vf = {x ∈
t | f(x) = 0}. The support of H∗T(M,HT) discussed in Theorem 2.5 is the
support of it as an St∗-module.
3. GENERALIZED COMPLEX GEOMETRY
Let V be an n dimensional vector space. There is a natural bi-linear pair-
ing of type (n,n) on V ⊕ V∗ which is defined by
〈X+ α, Y + β〉 = 1
2
(β(X) + α(Y)).
A generalized complex structure on a vector space V is an orthogonal lin-
ear map J : V ⊕ V∗ → V ⊕ V∗ such that J 2 = −1. Let L ⊂ VC ⊕ V∗C
be the
√
−1 eigenspace of the generalized complex structure J . Then L is
maximal isotropic and L ∩ L = {0}. Conversely, given a maximal isotropic
L ⊂ VC⊕V∗C so that L∩ L = {0}, there exists an unique generalized complex
structure J whose√−1 eigenspace is exactly L.
Let π : VC ⊕ V∗C → VC be the natural projection. The type of J is the
codimension of π(L) in VC, where L is the
√
−1 eigenspace of J .
9Let σ be the linear map on ∧V∗ which acts on decomposables by
(3.1) σ(v1∧ v2∧ · · ·∧ vq) = vq∧ vq−1∧ · · ·∧ v1,
thenwe have the following bilinear pairing, called theMukai pairing [Gua07],
defined on ∧V∗:
(ξ1, ξ2) = (σ(ξ1)∧ ξ2)top,
where (·, ·)top indicates taking the top degree component of the form.
Let B ∈ ∧2V∗ be a two-form. For any ξ ∈ ∧V∗, throughout this paper
we will denote by eBξ the wedge product eB∧ ξ. The following result was
shown in [Gua07, Prop. 1.12].
Proposition 3.1.
(eBξ1, e
Bξ2) = (ξ1, ξ2), for any ξ1, ξ2 ∈ ∧V∗,
where (·, ·) denotes the Mukai pairing.
The Clifford algebra of VC ⊕ V∗C acts on the space of forms ∧V∗C via
(X+ ξ) ·ϕ = ιXϕ+ ξ∧ϕ.
Since J is skew symmetric with respect to the natural pairing on V⊕V∗,
J ∈ so(V ⊕ V∗) ∼= ∧2(V ⊕ V∗) ⊂ CL(V ⊕ V∗). Therefore there is a Clifford
action of J on the space of forms∧V∗ ( and so on its complexification∧V∗
C
)
which determines an alternative grading : ∧V∗
C
=
⊕
Uk, where Uk is the
−k
√
−1 eigenspace of the Clifford action of J .
Note also that a classical result of Chevalley [Che97] asserts that
{ϕ ∈ ∧V∗C | (X+ ξ) · ϕ = 0, X + ξ ∈ L}
is a one dimensional vector space in the space of exterior forms ∧V∗
C
. Any
form in this one dimensional subspace of ∧V∗
C
is said to be a pure spinor
form associated to the generalized complex structureJ . On the other hand,
given a formϕ 6= 0 ∈ ∧V∗
C
, Lϕ := {X+ξ ∈ VC⊕V∗C | (X+ξ)·ϕ = 0} is always
an isotropic space. If in addition, Lϕ is maximal isotropic, and if (ϕ,ϕ) 6= 0,
then Lϕ∩Lϕ = {0} and there exists an unique generalized complex structure
J whose√−1 eigenspace is exactly Lϕ.
Let M be a manifold of dimension n. There is a natural pairing of type
(n,n) which is defined on TM⊕ T∗M by
〈X+ α, Y + β〉 = 1
2
(β(Y) + α(X)) ,
and which extends naturally to TCM⊕ T∗CM.
For a closed three formH, theH-twisted Courant bracket of TCM⊕T∗CM
is defined by the identity
[X+ ξ, Y + η] = [X, Y] + LXη− LYξ−
1
2
d (η(X) − ξ(Y)) + ιYιXH.
A generalized almost complex structure on a manifoldM is an orthogo-
nal bundle map J : TM⊕T∗M→ TM⊕T∗M such that J 2 = −1. Moreover,
10
J is anH-twisted generalized complex structure if the sections of the√−1
eigenbundle of J is closed under the H-twisted Courant bracket. The type
of J at m ∈ M is the type of the restricted generalized complex structure
on TmM.
The Clifford algebra of C∞(TM⊕ T∗M) with the natural pairing acts on
differential forms by
(X+ ξ) ·ϕ = ιXϕ+ ξ∧ϕ.
If L ⊂ TCM⊕ T∗CM is the
√
−1 eigenbundle of a generalized complex struc-
ture J , then the differential forms annihilated by the Clifford action of the
sections of L span a line bundle sitting inside ∧T∗
C
M, which is called the
canonical line bundle of the generalized complex manifold (M,J ).
Since J can be identified with a smooth section of the Clifford bundle
CL(TM ⊕ T∗M), there is a Clifford action of J on the space of differential
forms. Let Uk be the −k
√
−1 eigenbundle of J . [Gua07] shows that there
is a grading of the differential forms:
(3.2) Ω∗(M) = Γ(U−n)⊕ · · · ⊕ Γ(U0)⊕ · · · ⊕ Γ(Un).
It has been shown (See e.g. [Gua07] and [KL04]) that the integrability of
an H-twisted generalized complex structure J implies that
dH = d−H∧ : Γ(U
k)→ Γ(Uk−1)⊕ Γ(Uk+1),
which gives rise to operators ∂ and ∂¯ via the projections
∂ : Γ(Uk)→ Γ(Uk−1), ∂¯ : Γ(Uk)→ Γ(Uk+1).
In this context, a twisted generalized complex manifold is said to satisfy
the ∂¯∂-lemma if and only if
ker∂ ∩ im∂¯ = im∂ ∩ ker∂¯ = im∂¯∂.
Let Ω∂(M) = Ω(M) ∩ ker∂. Since dH anti-commutes with ∂, (Ω∂, dH) is
a differential complex with the differential dH. The following result is a
simple consequence of the ∂¯∂-lemma.
Proposition 3.2. (c.f., [Ca06, Thm. 4.1]) If the generalized complex manifold
(M,J ) satisfies the ∂¯∂-lemma, then the inclusion of the complex of ∂-closed dif-
ferential forms Ω∂(M) into the complex of differential forms Ω(M) induces an
isomorphism in cohomology:
i : (Ω∂(M), dH) →֒ (Ω(M), dH), i∗ : H(Ω∂(M)) ∼= H(M,H).
AnH-twisted generalized Calabi-Yau structure J is a generalized com-
plex structure such that its canonical line bundle admits a nowhere vanish-
ing dH-closed section ρ . On the other hand, given a nowhere vanishing
dH-closed differential form ρ such that (ρ, ρ) 6= 0, there exists a general-
ized Calabi-Yau structure J such that ρ is the pure spinor associated to J .
By the abuse of the notation, we will also call such a differential form ρ a
generalized Calabi-Yau structure.
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LetB be a closed two-form on amanifoldM, and consider the orthogonal
bundle map defined by
eB =
(
1 0
B 1
)
: TM⊕ T∗M→ TM⊕ T∗M,
where B is regarded as a skew-symmetric map from TM to T∗M. This map
preserves the canonical pairing < ·, · > and the H-twisted Courant bracket.
As a consequence, if J is an H-twisted generalized complex structure on
M, then JB := eBJ e−B is anotherH-twisted generalized complex structure
on M, called the B-transform of J .
The effect of B-transforms on the canonical line bundle of a generalized
complex structure has been studied in [Ca06].
Lemma 3.3. ([Ca06] ) Let B be a closed two form and let JB be the B-transform
of the generalized Calabi-Yau structure J with a nowhere vanishing closed pure
spinor ρ. Then JB is a generalized Calabi-Yau structure with a nowhere vanishing
closed pure spinor e−Bρ.
Example 3.4. ([H02], [Gua07])
• Let (V,ω) be a 2n dimensional symplectic vector space. Then the
map J : V ⊕ V∗ → V ⊕ V∗ defined by
(3.3) J =
(
0 −ω−1
ω 0
)
is a generalized complex structure on V .
• Now let (M,ω) be a 2n dimensional symplectic manifold. Then
(3.3) defines a generalized complex structure Jω with the
√
−1
eigenbundle L = {X −
√
−1ιXω |X ∈ TCM}. It is easy to check
that the canonical line bundle admits a nowhere vanishing closed
section eiω. And so Jω is a generalized Calabi-Yau structure. On
the other hand, the following lemma shows that any nowhere van-
ishing closed section of the canonical line bundle of Jωmust be of
the form aeiω for some non-zero constant a.
Lemma 3.5. Let (M,ω) be a 2n dimensional connected symplectic manifold and
Jω the generalized complex structure defined as in (3.3). Suppose ρ is a nowhere
vanishing closed pure spinor associated to the generalized Calabi-Yau structure
Jω. Then we have ρ = aeiω for some non-zero constant a.
Proof. By assumption we have ρ = feiω for some nowhere vanishing func-
tion f ∈ C∞(M). Since dρ = 0, we get df ∧ eiω = 0. In particular, we
have
(iω)n−1∧ df = 0.
It is well known that the Lefschetz map
Ln−1ω : Ω
1(M)→ Ω2n−1(M), η 7→ ωn−1∧ η
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is an isomorphism, c.f., [Yan96, Corollary 2.7]. It follows that df = 0 and so
f = a for some non-zero constant a. This finishes the proof. 
It is important for our purpose to notice that given a 2n dimensional
H-twisted generalized Calabi-Yau manifoldM, the generalized Calabi-Yau
structure ρ onM gives rise to a volume form
(3.4)
(−1)n
(2i)n
(ρ, ρ),
where (·, ·) denotes the Mukai pairing. Note that ifM is a symplectic man-
ifold with a symplectic formω and the generalized Calabi-Yau structure is
given by eiω, then up to a normalization factor the volume formwe defined
above coincides with the symplectic volume 1
n!
ωn.
A manifold M is said to be an H-twisted generalized Ka¨hler manifold
if it has two commuting H-twisted generalized complex structures J1, J2
such that 〈−J1J2ξ, ξ〉 > 0 for any ξ 6= 0 ∈ C∞(TCM ⊕ T∗CM), where 〈·, ·〉
is the canonical pairing on TCM⊕ T∗CM. The following remarkable result is
due to Gualtieri.
Theorem 3.6. ([Gua04]) Assume that (M,J1,J2) is a compact H-twisted gen-
eralized Ka¨hler manifold. Then it satisfies the ∂¯∂-lemma with respect to both J1
and J2.
4. THE TWISTED EQUIVARIANT COHOMOLOGY OF HAMILTONIAN
ACTIONS ON TWISTED GENERALIZED COMPLEX MANIFOLDS
First we recall the definition of Hamiltonian actions on H-twisted gener-
alized complex manifolds given in [LT05].
Definition 4.1. 4 [LT05]) Let a compact Lie group G with Lie algebra g act on
a manifold M, preserving an H-twisted generalized complex structure J , where
H ∈ Ω3(M)G is closed. Let L ⊂ TCM ⊕ T∗CM denote the
√
−1 eigenbundle of
J . The action of G is said to be Hamiltonian if there exists a smooth equivariant
function µ : M → g∗, called the generalized moment map, and a one form
α ∈ Ω1(M, g∗), called themoment one form, so that
a) ξM −
√
−1 (dµξ +
√
−1αξ) lies in C∞(L) for all ξ ∈ g, where ξM
denotes the induced vector field.
b) H+ α is an equivariantly closed three form in the usual Cartan Model.
Therefore given a Hamiltonian action on an H-twisted generalized com-
plex manifold, there is an equivariantly closed three form HG := H + α
which is part of the data defining the Hamiltonian action.
Next we recall the definition of the generalized equivariant cohomology
as introduced in [Lin06] and compare it with the twisted equivariant coho-
mology HG(M,HG). First observe that since H is an invariant three form,
4Indeed, Condition (b) was not imposed in [LT05, Definition A.2.]. However, in order to
make the quotient construction work, Tolman and the author made it clear in [LT05, Prop.
A.7, A.10] that H + α must be equivariantly closed in the usual Cartan model.
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the operators dH = d − H∧, ∂, and ∂ are G-equivariant and thus have
natural extensions to the space of the usual equivariant differential forms,
i.e., the Cartan model ΩG. For brevity, we will also denote these exten-
sions by dH, ∂ and ∂. To encode the information given by the moment one
form, [Lin06] introduced two equivariant differentials DG = dH + A and
∂G = ∂+A in the Cartan model, where A is defined by
(4.1) (Aγ)(ξ) = −ιξMγ(ξ) +
√
−1(dµξ+
√
−1αξ)∧γ(ξ), ξ ∈ g, γ ∈ ΩG.
It is easy to check that D2G = 0 and ∂
2
G = 0. In particular, we have the
following definition for the generalized equivariant cohomology.
Definition 4.2. LetΩG = (Sg
∗⊗Ω(M))G be Z2 graded. ThenDG = dH+A is
a differential of degree 1. And the Z2 graded generalized equivariant cohomol-
ogy is defined to be
Heven/odd(ΩG,DG) =
ker
(
Ωeven/oddG
DG−−→ Ωodd/evenG
)
im
(
Ωodd/evenG
DG−−→ Ωeven/oddG
) .
Note that the differential operator DG on ΩG extends naturally to a dif-
ferential operator on Ω̂G, which we will also denote byDG. Define
H(Ω̂G,DG) =
ker
(
Ω̂G
DG−−→ Ω̂G)
im
(
Ω̂G
DG−−→ Ω̂G) .
By the discussion in Section 2.3, it is clear that the differential operatorDG
on Ω̂G is nothing but the the usual equivariant differential dG twisted by
the equivariantly closed three form HG−
√
−1dGµ. (Note that dµ = dGµ
is an exact equivariant three form.) The following result is a simple conse-
quence of Lemma 2.2.
Proposition 4.3. Consider the Hamiltonian action of a compact connected Lie
group G on an H-twisted generalized complex manifold with generalized moment
map µ : M→ g∗. Then the map
HG(M,HG)→ H(Ω̂G,DG), [γ] 7→ [exp(−√−1µ)γ]
defines an isomorphism between theHG-twisted equivariant cohomologyHG(M,HG)
and the generalized equivariant cohomology.
Recall that the following result is proved in [Lin06], which is a direct
generalization of an immediate consequence of the dGδ-lemma [LS03] in
symplectic geometry.
Theorem 4.4. If we assume that the H-twisted generalized complex manifold M
satisfies the ∂¯∂-lemma, and assume the action of a compact connected Lie group
G on M is Hamiltonian, then as (Sg∗)G-modules, H(ΩG,DG) ∼= (Sg∗)G ⊗
H(M,H).
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Using an argument similar to the one we give to prove Proposition 2.4,
it is easy to see that there is a natural (Ŝg∗)G-module isomorphism from
H(Ω̂G,DG) to (Ŝg∗)G⊗H(M,H) by Theorem 4.4. Combining this fact with
Proposition 4.3, we have the following result.
Theorem 4.5. (Equivariant Formality) Assume theH-twisted generalized com-
plex manifold M satisfies the ∂¯∂-lemma, and assume the action of a compact con-
nected Lie group G on M is Hamiltonian. Let α be the moment one form of the
Hamiltonian action and let HG = H+ α. Then as (Ŝg∗)G-modules we have that
(4.2) HG(M,HG) ∼= (Ŝg∗)G⊗H(M,H),
where the isomorphism depends only on the generalized moment map.
It is interesting to give a more concrete description of the isomorphism
(4.2). Note that via the isomorphism (4.2) one gets a canonical map
s : H(M,H)→ HG(M,HG)
such that the inverse of the canonical isomorphism (4.2) is given by 1 ⊗ s.
Let us show how in principle one can compute the map s.
Let ϕ be a dH-closed differential form representing a cohomology class
in H(M,H). Since the generalized complex manifold M satisfies the ∂∂-
lemma, by Proposition 3.2 we may assume that ϕ is both ∂ and ∂ closed.
We claim that wemay assume thatϕ isG-invariant as well. Resorting to the
usual averaging trick, to establish the claim one needs only to check that the
induced action of G on H(M,H) is trivial. Since G is connected, it suffices
to show that all operators LξM act trivially on H(M,H), where ξM denotes
the vector field on M induced by ξ ∈ g. However, since ιξMH = dαξ, we
have
LξM = dιξM + ιξMd = (d−H∧)(ιξM + α
ξ∧) + (ιξM + α
ξ∧)(d −H∧)
= dH(ιξM + α
ξ∧) + (ιξM + α
ξ∧)dH
.
That is to say that LξM is chain homotopic to zero inH(M,H) and our claim
is established. In view of the grading (3.2), write ϕ =
∑
iϕ
i, where ϕi ∈
Γ(Ui). Then each homogenous component ϕi is G-invariant and is both ∂
and ∂ closed.
Observe the grading (3.2) on the space of differential forms induces an
alternative filtration on the Cartan model
(4.3) FkΩG =
⊕
j≤k
(Sg∗ ⊗ Γ(Uj))G.
Now fix an i for the moment. It follows from [Lin06, Lemma 4.9] that
Aϕi is ∂-exact. Since ∂ anti-commutes with A, Aϕi ∈ Fi−1ΩG is both ∂-
exact and ∂-closed. It then follows from the ∂∂-lemma that there exists
γi−1 ∈ Fi−1ΩG such that Aϕi = ∂∂γi−1. ( We refer to [Lin06, Lemma 4.9]
for a detailed proof of this fact.) Also A∂γi−1 = −∂Aγi−1 is both ∂ exact
and ∂-closed. Another application of the ∂∂-lemma implies that there exists
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γi−3 ∈ Fi−3ΩG such thatA∂γi−1 = ∂∂γi−3. Since the filtration (4.3) is finite,
applying this argument recursively we get a finite chain γk ∈ Fi+1−2kΩG
such that
ϕig := ϕ
i+
∑
k
∂γk
is ∂G = (∂+A)-closed. Note that by constructionϕig is also ∂-closed. Soϕig
isDG = (∂G+∂)-closed. Thus by Proposition 4.3 e
√
−1µ(ϕig) is dG,HG -closed
in Ω̂G, the completion of ΩG. Set ϕg :=
∑
iϕ
i
g. Then e
√
−1µϕg is a dG,HG -
closed element in Ω̂G, representing a cohomology class in HG(M,HG). A
careful reading of the proof of Theorem 4.4 given in [Lin06] shows that
s[ϕ] = [ϕg].
Recall that an equivariant differential form η ∈ ΩG(M) can be regarded
as a polynomial mapping
g→ Ω(M).
Thus there is a natural map
p : ΩG(M)→ Ω(M), η 7→ η(0),
where η(0) is the value of the polynomial map η : g → Ω(M) evaluated at
the zero element in g. It is easy to see that p is a chain map between the
differential complexes (Ω̂G(M), dG,HG ) and (Ω(M), dH) and so induces a
map
p˜ : HG(M,HG)→ H(M,H);
furthermore, by the above description of the map s, one checks easily that
p˜s = id. In particular, we have proved the following result.
Corollary 4.6. The canonical map s is a section of p˜. Thus every cohomology class
in H(M,H) has a canonical equivariant extension in HG(M,HG).
Recall from [LT05] that the action of a compact connected Lie groupG on
an H-twisted generalized Ka¨hler manifold (M,J1,J2) is said to be Hamil-
tonian if the action preserves the generalized Ka¨hler pair (J1,J2) and if
there exist a generalized moment map and a moment one-form for the
twisted generalized complex structure J1. By Theorem 3.6 an H-twisted
generalized Ka¨hler manifold always satisfies the ∂∂-lemma with respect to
both J1 and J2. The following result is a direct consequence of Theorem
4.5.
Theorem 4.7. Suppose that a compact connected Lie group G acts on an H-
twisted generalized Ka¨hler manifold (M,J1,J2) in a Hamiltonian fashion. Let
α be the moment one form and HG = H + α the equivariantly closed three form.
Then we have
HG(M,HG) ∼= (Ŝg∗)G⊗H(M,H),
where the isomorphism is an isomorphism of (Ŝg∗)G-modules and depends only on
the generalized moment map.
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Next we extend the Kirwan injectivity theorem [Kir86] to the case of
Hamiltonian actions on H-twisted generalized Ka¨hler manifolds. We need
the following intermediate result.
Lemma 4.8. Suppose that a compact connected torus T acts on a generalized com-
plex manifold (M,J ) in a Hamiltonian fashion. And suppose that W is a con-
nected component of the fixed points set MT. Then W is a generalized complex
manifold itself and the induced trivial T -action onW is Hamiltonian.
Proof. Let L be the
√
−1 eigenbundle of J : TCM ⊕ T∗CM → TCM ⊕ T∗CM.
It is proved in [Lin06, Lemma 5.4] that X carries a generalized complex
structure whose
√
−1 eigenbudle is
LW,x = {X+ (ξ |TCW) | X+ ξ ∈ L ∩ (TC,xW ⊕ T∗C,xM)}.
Let µ : M → t∗ and α ∈ Ω1(M, t∗) be the generalized moment map and
the moment one form of the T action onM respectively. Let µW and αW be
the restrictions of µ and α toW. Then it is easy to check that
√
−1(dµξW +√
−1αξW) ∈ C∞(LW) for any ξ ∈ t. This proves that the trivial T action on
W is Hamiltonian. 
Theorem 4.9. (Kirwan injectivity) Suppose that a compact connected Lie group
G acts on anH-twisted generalized Ka¨hler manifold (M,J1,J2) in a Hamiltonian
fashion. Then the canonical map
i∗ : H∗T(M,HT)→ H∗T(MT, i∗HT),
induced by the inclusion i : MT → M is injective, where MT is the fixed points
set of the torus T action.
Proof. It is proved in [Lin06, Prop. 5.5] any connected component of the
fixed points set is a generalized Ka¨hler manifold itself. Combining this fact
with Lemma 4.8 and Theorem 4.7, one sees immediately thatHT(M
T, i∗HT)
is a free Ŝt∗-module. Since St∗ is a subring of Ŝt∗, HT(MT, i∗HT) must be a
free St∗-module as well. So if [α] is a torsion element in HT(M,HT), it gets
mapped to zero in H∗T(M
T, i∗HT). On the other hand, Theorem 2.5 implies
that the kernel of the map i∗ is a torsion module. So the kernel of i∗ is
the module of torsion elements in HT(M,HT). However, by Theorem 4.7
HT(M,HT) is a free Ŝt∗-module. So it must be a free St∗-module and it does
not have any non-trivial torsion elements. We conclude that the map i∗ is
injective. 
5. SOME REFLECTIONS ON THE COHOMOLOGY OF GENERALIZED
COMPLEX QUOTIENTS
Let a compact Lie group G act on a twisted generalized complex mani-
fold (M,J )with generalizedmoment map µ. LetOa be the co-adjoint orbit
through a ∈ g∗. IfG acts freely on µ−1(Oa), thenOa consists of regular val-
ues and Ma = µ
−1(Oa)/G is a manifold, which is called the generalized
complex quotient. The following two results were proved in [LT05].
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Lemma 5.1. Let a compact Lie group G act freely on a manifold M. Let H be an
invariant closed three form and let α be an equivariant mapping from g toΩ1(M).
Fix a connection θ ∈ Ω(M, g∗). Then if H+α ∈ Ω3G(M) is equivariantly closed,
there exists a natural form Γ ∈ Ω2(M)G so that ιξMΓ = αξ. Thus H + α +
dGΓ ∈ Ω3(M)G ⊂ Ω3G(M) is closed and basic and so descends to a closed form
H˜ ∈ Ω3(M/G) so that [H˜] is the image of [H + α] under the Kirwan map.
Proposition 5.2. Assume there is a Hamiltonian action of a compact Lie group G
on an H-twisted generalized complex manifold (M,J ) with generalized moment
map µ : M → g∗ and moment one-form α ∈ Ω1(M, g∗). Let Oa be a co-adjoint
orbit through a ∈ g∗ so that G acts freely on µ−1(Oa). Given a connection on
µ−1(Oa), the generalized complex quotientMa inherits an H˜-twisted generalized
complex structure J˜ , where H˜ is defined as in the Lemma 5.1. Up to B-transform,
J˜ is independent of the choice of connection. Finally, for allm ∈ µ−1(Oa),
type(J˜ )[m] = type(J )m.
It is an interesting question if we can read off the cohomology of the
generalized complex quotientMa from the equivariant cohomology of the
Hamiltonian generalized complex manifoldM. The Kirwan map is the key
to understanding this question.
Assume thatG acts freely on µ−1(Oa). Let i : µ−1(Oa)→M be the inclu-
sion map and π : µ−1(Oa)→Ma the quotient map. Then there is a Kirwan
map k : HG(M)→ H(Ma) such that the following diagram commutes:
HG(M)
i∗
>HG(µ
−1(Oa))
H(Ma).
∼=
∨
k
>
Here the vertical map is given by the inverse of the map
π∗ : H(Ma)→ HG(µ−1(Oa)), [η] 7→ [π∗η],
which is an isomorphism due to Theorem 2.1.
If the generalized complex structure J on M is induced by a symplec-
tic structure, then it follows from the famous Kirwan surjectivity theorem
[Kir86] that the Kirwan map is surjective. Let us give a very short expla-
nation why the Kirwan surjectivity theorem holds in the symplectic case.
For simplicity, let us only consider S1 action here. In this case, the fixed
points set of the action are exactly the critical points set of the moment map
and the moment map is a Morse-Bott function. Besides, the norm square
of the moment map induces a Morse stratification on the manifoldM from
which one derives the Kirwan surjectivity theorem. However, for Hamil-
tonian S1 action on general complex manifolds, in general the generalized
moment map is not a Morse-Bott function. Indeed, let µ : M → R be the
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generalized moment map and α the moment one form. Then the condition
−X+
√
−1(dµ +
√
−1α) ∈ C∞(L) is equivalent to that
Jdµ = −X− α,
where X is the vector field generated by the S1 action, and L is the
√
−1
eigenbundle of the generalized complex structure. Let Crit(µ) be the set of
critical points of the moment map µ andMS
1
the fixed points set of the S1
action. It is easy to see that
Crit(µ) ⊂MS1 .
However, in general Crit(µ) 6= MS1 . For instance, in [Hu05, Section 5] it
was shown that there is a generalized Ka¨hler structure (J1,J2) on C2 \ {0}
and a Hamiltonian S1 action on (C2 \ {0},J1,J2) such that for any regular
value a of the generalized moment map µ, the level set µ−1(a) contains a
fixed points submanifold. It is unclear to the author at themoment whether
the Kirwan surjectivity still holds or not for Hamiltonian actions on twisted
generalized complex manifolds in general.
Nevertheless, the image of the Kirwan map forms a subgroup of the
cohomology group of the generalized complex quotient which may con-
tain many interesting cohomology classes. For instance, it is an interesting
questionwhen the generalized complex quotient has a non-trivial twisting.
Observe that by Lemma 5.1 and Proposition 5.2 the cohomology class of the
twisting three form H˜ onMa is exactly the image of the equivariant coho-
mology class [H + α] under the Kirwan map k : HG(M) → H(Ma). This
innocuous observation leads to the following result.
Proposition 5.3. Assume that (M,J ) is anH-twisted generalized complex man-
ifold such that Hodd(M) = 0. And assume there is a Hamiltonian action of a
compact connected Lie group G on M with generalized moment map µ and mo-
ment one form α. Let Oa be a co-adjoint orbit through a ∈ g∗ so that G acts freely
on µ−1(Oa). Then the twisted three form H˜ onMa = µ−1(Oa)/G, as defined in
Lemma 5.1, is cohomologically trivial.
Proof. It is shown in [GS99, Thm. 6.5.3] that if Hodd(M) = 0 then the spec-
tral sequence of the Cartan complex of the G-manifold M degenerates at
the E1 stage. In particular, we have that H
odd
G (M)
∼=
⊕
p+q=odd E
p,q
1 =
Hodd(M) ⊗ (Sg∗)G = 0. This shows clearly that HG(M) contains no non-
trivial odd dimensional equivariant cohomology classes. We conclude that
[H+ α] = 0 and so [H˜] = k([H + α]) = 0.

Remark 5.4. Physicists are interested in producing explicit examples of
gauged sigma models. When there is no flux, i.e., the target manifold does
not have a cohomologically non-trivial twisting, a very useful tool pro-
ducing such examples is to use the so called gauged linear model which
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corresponds to the Ka¨hler quotient of a Ka¨hler vector space. Naturally,
physicists had hoped that one can produce explicit examples of generalized
Ka¨hler quotients of generalized Ka¨hler vector spaces such that the quotient
spaces have a cohomologically non-trivial twisting. The above result as-
serts that this is not possible since Hodd(V) = 0 for any vector space V .
We finish this section by showing that in the framework of the twisted
equivariant cohomology there is also a well-defined Kirwan map. This
strongly suggests that the results we obtained in Section 4 do help us un-
derstand the cohomology of the generalized complex quotient. To describe
the Kirwan map in this setting, we will need Proposition A.4 in the Appen-
dix A.
Proposition 5.5. Assume a compact connected Lie group G acts on an H-twisted
generalized complex manifold M with generalized moment map µ : M → g∗ and
moment one form α ∈ Ω1(M, g∗). Assume that G acts freely on the level set
µ−1(0). Then there is a Kirwan map k : HG(M,H + α) → H(M0, H˜) such that
the following diagram commutes:
HG(M,H + α)
i∗
>HG(µ
−1(0), i∗(H+ α))
H(M0, H˜),
∼=
∨
k
>
where i∗ : HG(M,H + α)→ HG(µ−1(0), i∗(H + α)) is induced by the inclusion
map i : µ−1(0)→M,M0 = µ−1(0)/G is the generalized complex quotient taken
at the zero level of the generalized moment map, and H˜ is the twisting three form
onM0 obtained as in Lemma 5.1 and Proposition 5.2.
Proof. By Lemma 5.1 and Proposition 5.2, we can find a closed three form
η ∈ Ω3(µ−1(0)) such that [η] = [i∗(H + α)] and such that η = π∗H˜. Since η
and i∗(H + α) represents the same cohomology class, we have
HG(µ
−1(0), η) ∼= HG(µ
−1(0), i∗(H+ α)).
Corollary 5.5 now follows easily from Proposition A.4. 
6. THE DUISTERMAAT-HECKMAN THEOREM FOR GENERALIZED
CALABI-YAU MANIFOLDS
Consider the Hamiltonian action of a compact connected Lie group G
on an H-twisted generalized Calabi-Yau manifoldM. Our first observation
is that if the action is free at a level set of the generalized moment map,
then the generalized complex quotient taken at the level set inherits a gen-
eralized Calabi-Yau structure. The same result, under the assumption that
both the twisting three form H and the moment one form vanish, has al-
ready been proved by Nitta [NY06]. We will make use of the following fact
established in the proof of [NY06, Thm. A].
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Lemma 6.1. Suppose that there is a Hamiltonian action of a compact connected
Lie groupG on anH-twisted generalized Calabi-Yau manifoldM with generalized
moment map µ : M → g∗ and zero moment one form. Then the restriction of the
generalized Calabi-Yau structure ρ to µ−1(0) is nowhere vanishing.
Remark 6.2. Although [NY06] assume the generalized Calabi-Yau struc-
ture is untwisted, the proof of the above fact given by Nitta uses only
the linear algebra of generalized complex structures and so applies to the
twisted case as well.
Proposition 6.3. Assume that there is a Hamiltonian action of a compact con-
nected Lie groupG on anH-twisted generalized Calabi-Yau manifold (M,J )with
generalized moment map µ : M → g∗ and moment one form α ∈ Ω1(M, g∗),
preserving the generalized Calabi-Yau structure ρ. And assumeOa is a co-adjoint
orbit through a ∈ g∗ so thatG acts freely on µ−1(Oa). Then given a connection on
µ−1(Oa), the generalized complex quotientMa inherits an H˜-twisted generalized
Calabi-Yau structure ρ˜, such that π∗ρ˜ = ρ |µ−1(Oa), where π : µ
−1(Oa) → Ma
is the quotient map, H˜ is defined as in Lemma 5.1. Up to B-transform, ρ˜ is inde-
pendent of the choice of connections. Finally, for allm ∈ µ−1(Oa),
type(J˜ )[m] = type(J )m,
where J˜ is the quotient generalized complex structure onMa.
Proof. It suffices to show that the restriction of ρ to µ−1(Oa) descends to a
generalized Calabi-Yau structure ρ˜ onMa such that π
∗ρ˜ = ρ |µ−1(Oa). Using
the argument given in the proof of [LT05, Prop. 3.8, A.7], without the loss of
generality, we can assume that the coadjoint orbit Oa = 0, and assume that
in an open neighborhood of the level set µ−1(0), the moment one form is
zero and the twisting three formH is basic so that it descends to the twisting
three form H˜ on the quotientM0 := µ
−1(0)/G. By the definition of the gen-
eralized moment map, we have that for any ξ ∈ g, ξM−
√
−1dµξ ∈ C∞(L),
where L is the
√
−1 eigenbundle of the generalized complex structure J .
By the definition of a generalized Calabi-Yau structure, we have
(ξM−
√
−1dµξ) · ρ = ιξMρ−
√
−1dµξ∧ ρ = 0.
It follows that ιξMρ |µ−1(0)=
(√
−1dµξ∧ ρ
)
|µ−1(0)= 0 for any ξ ∈ g.
Therefore ρ |f−1(0) is a basic form and so descends to a form ρ˜ such that
π∗ρ˜ = ρ |µ−1(0). Since ρ is dH-closed, ρ˜ is deH-closed; moreover, since by
Lemma 6.1 ρ|µ−1(0) is nowhere vanishing, ρ˜ is nowhere vanishing as well.
Thus
Leρ(x) = {A ∈ TC,xM0⊕ T∗C,xM0 |A · ρ˜ = 0}
is an isotropic subspace of TC,xM0 ⊕ T∗C,xM0, x ∈ M0. Finally, let L˜ be the√
−1 eigenbundle of the quotient generalized complex structure on M0.
Using the description of L˜ in [LT05, Prop. 3.8] it is straightforward to check
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that ρ˜ is annihilated by the Clifford action of the sections of L˜. Hence we
have L˜x ⊂ Leρ(x), x ∈ M0. However, Lx is a maximal isotropic subspace of
TC,xM0⊕ T∗C,xM0. So we must have L˜x = Leρ(x), x ∈M. In other words, ρ˜ is
the pure spinor associated to the quotient generalized complex structure J˜
onM0. This finishes the proof that ρ˜ is a generalized Calabi-Yau structure.

Example 6.4. LetG act on a symplectic manifold (M,ω)with moment map
Φ : M→ g∗, that is, Φ is equivariant and ιξMω = −dΦξ for all ξ ∈ g. Then
the action ofG also preserves the generalized complex structure Jω, where
Jω is defined as in Example 3.4, and it is straightforward to check that the
action on the generalized complex manifold (M,Jω) is Hamiltonian with
generalized moment map Φ and trivial moment one form. By Example
3.4 ω defines a generalized Calabi-Yau structure eiω. Suppose that G acts
freely on the level set µ−1(0). Then the restriction of eiω to the level set
µ−1(0) descends to the quotient generalized Calabi-Yau structure eiω0 on
M0 = µ
−1(0)/G, whereω0 is the reduced symplectic form onM0.
On the generalized complex quotientMa, the quotient generalizedCalabi-
Yau structure ρ˜a depends on the choice of a connection, c.f., [LT05, Prop.
A.7]. However, a different choice of the connection results in a new quo-
tient generalized Calabi-Yau structure which is given by e−Bρ˜a for some
closed two form B ∈ Ω2(Ma). It follows immediately from Lemma 3.1 that,
on the quotient Ma, (ρ˜a, ρ˜a) is well-defined, independent of the choice of
connections, where (·, ·) denotes the Mukai pairing on the quotient space
Ma.
From now on we consider the Hamiltonian action of a compact con-
nected torus T on an H-twisted generalized complex manifold M with a
proper generalized moment map µ. Assume that a0 ∈ t∗ such that the ac-
tion of T on the level set µ−1(a0) is free. Since by Lemma 6.5 below the set
on which T acts freely is open and since the generalized moment map is
proper, there is an open subset U ⊂ t∗ such that for any a ∈ U the action
of T on µ−1(a) is free. We define the Duistermatt-Heckman function f on
U ⊂ t∗ by the following formula.
(6.1) f(a) =
(−1)n+
k(k+1)
2 (2π)k
(2i)n−k
∫
Ma
(ρ˜a, ρ˜a),
where ρ˜a is the quotient generalized Calabi-Yau structure onMa, andMa
is given the orientation induced by (ρ˜a, ρ˜a).
Lemma 6.5. ([GS84]) Assume that a torus T acts on a connected manifold M
effectively. Then the set M ′ on which T acts freely is equal to the complement of
a locally finite union of closed manifolds of codimension ≥ 2. In particular, M ′ is
open, connected, dense, andM \M ′ has measure zero.
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Theorem 6.6. Suppose that a k dimensional torus T acts on a 2n dimensional con-
nected generalized Calabi-Yau manifoldM freely such that the action is Hamilton-
ian with a proper generalized moment map µ : M → t∗ and a moment one form
α ∈ Ω1(M, t∗), and such that the action preserves the generalized Calabi-Yau
structure ρ onM. Then the density function of the push-forward measure µ∗(dm)
coincides with the Duistermaat-Heckman function f defined by (6.1), where dm is
the measure onM defined by the volume form (3.4) onM.
Proof. Since the torus action is free, after applying a B-transform, we may
well assume that themoment one formα is trivial. Choose an integer lattice
in t = Lie(T), and identify T with S1× S1 · · · × S1︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−1
= S1× Tk−1. Following
the proof of [GGK97, Thm. 5.8], we consider an open neighborhood of a
free orbit inM. On such a neighborhood there exists a coordinate system
θ1, θ2, · · · , θk, x1, · · · , xk, y1, · · · , y2d,
where 2d = 2n−2k, θi ∈ R/2πZ, and xi are coordinates on t∗, such that the
T action is generated by the vector field ∂∂θ1 ,
∂
∂θ2
, · · · , ∂∂θk and the moment
map µ is given by (x1, x2, · · · , xk). We refer to the proof of [GGK97, Thm.
5.8] for a detailed explanation on the existence of such a coordinate system.
Then we claim that for any a = (a1, a2, · · · , ak) in an open subset of t∗ such
that x1, x2, · · · , xk are well defined, we have
(6.2)
(ρ(x), ρ(x))M = (−2i)
k(θ1∧dx1∧θ2∧dx2∧· · ·∧θk∧dxk)∧
(
ρ˜a(π(x)), ρ˜a(π(x))
)
Ma
,
where π : µ−1(a) → Ma is the quotient map, x is a point in the level set
µ−1(a), and (·, ·)M and (·, ·)Ma denote the Mukai pairing on M and Ma
respectively. We will establish our claim by induction on k. If k = 1,
then since the action is Hamiltonian, ( ∂∂θ1 −
√
−1dx1) · ρ = 0, i.e., ι ∂
∂θ1
ρ =
√
−1dx1∧ ρ. A simple calculation shows that under the above coordinate
system ρmust be of the form
dx1∧ α0+ iθ1∧ dx1∧ α1+ α1,
where αi is a differential form such that ι ∂
∂θ1
αi = 0 and ι ∂
∂x1
αi = 0, i = 0, 1.
It is easy to check directly that the restriction of α1 to the level set x
−1
1 (a)
descends to a quotient Calabi-Yau structure α˜1 on the quotient x
−1
1 (a1)/S
1;
moreover, we have
(6.3) (ρ(x), ρ(x))M = −2i(θ1∧ dx1)∧
(
α˜1(π1(x)), α˜1(π1(x))
)
Ma1
,
where π1 : x
−1
1 (a1) → Ma1 = x−11 (a1)/S1 is the quotient map. If k = 1,
then Ma1 = Ma and α˜1 is actually the quotient generalized Calabi-Yau
structure ρ˜a on it. The claim is proved for the case k = 1. Assume that
the claim is true for k − 1 and consider the case k. Note that the action of
Tk−1 ⊂ T = S1 × Tk−1 on M commutes with that of S1 and so descends
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to a Hamiltonian action on Ma1 with moment map (x2, · · · , xk). Here by
abuse of notation, we have used the same xi to denote the functions on the
quotient Ma1 whose pull-back under the quotient map π1 coincides with
xi |x−1
1
(a1)
, 2 ≤ i ≤ k.
Observe that Ma =
(
x−12 (a2) ∩ · · · x−1k (ak)
)
/Tk−1 and the restriction of
α˜1 to x
−1
2 (a2)∩· · · x−1k (ak) descends to the quotient generalized Calabi-Yau
structure ρ˜a onMa. Using the induction assumption, we get that
(6.4)(
α˜1(y), α˜1(y)
)
Ma1
= (−2i)k−1(θ2∧dx2∧· · ·∧θk∧dxk)∧
(
ρ˜a(π2(y)), ρ˜a(π2(y))
)
Ma
,
where π2 : x
−1
2 (a2) ∩ · · · x−1k (ak) → Ma = (x−12 (a2) ∩ · · · x−1k (ak)) /Tk−1 is
the quotient map, y is a point in the level set x−12 (a2) ∩ · · · x−1k (ak). Com-
bining (6.3) and (6.4), we conclude our claim holds for the case k.
To finish the proof, we borrow the following argument from [GGK97].
Let λj be an invariant partition of unit such that each λj is supported in a
neighborhood with coordinates described above. Then we have
µ∗(dm) =
(−1)n
(2i)n
∑
j
∫
M
λj (ρ(x), ρ(x))M
=
(−1)n−k
(2i)n−k
∑
j
∫
λj(θ1∧ dx1∧ · · ·∧ θk∧ dxk)∧
(
ρ˜a(π(x)), ρ˜a(π(x))
)
Ma
=
(−1)n+
k(k+1)
2 (2π)k
(2i)n−k
∑
j
∫
λj
(∫
Ma
(
ρ˜a(π(x)), ρ˜a(π(x))
)
Ma
)
d1dx2 · · ·dxk
( Because of Fubini’s theorem)
=
(−1)n+
k(k+1)
2 (2π)k
(2i)n−k
∫∑
j
λj
(∫
Ma
(
ρ˜a(π(x)), ρ˜a(π(x))
)
Ma
)
dx1dx2 · · ·dxk
=
∫
f(a)dx1dx2 · · ·dxk .
This proves Theorem 6.6. 
Before we state the Duistermaat-Heckman theorem in the generalized
Calabi-Yau setting, we first give two simple observations.
Lemma 6.7. Let σ be the anti-automorphism defined on C∞(∧T∗M) as in (3.1),
and let H be a closed thee form on the manifoldM. We have
a) if a differential form ϕ is dH = (d − H∧)-closed, then σ(ϕ) is d−H =
(d+H∧)-closed;
b) if X+γ ∈ C∞(TM⊕ T∗M) and if (X+γ) ·ϕ = ιXγ+γ∧ϕ = 0, then
we have (X− γ) · σ(ϕ) = ιXσ(ϕ) − γ∧ σ(ϕ) = 0.
Proof. Decompose ϕ =
∑p
i=0ϕi into homogeneous components by the
usual grading of differential forms, where p = dimM. Then it follows from
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dHϕ = 0 that dϕi = 0 for i ≤ 1 and dϕi = H∧ϕi−2 for i ≥ 2. It is straight-
forward to check that dσ(ϕi) = 0 if i ≤ 1 and dσ(ϕi) = −H ∧ σ(ϕi−2)
if i ≥ 2. So we have that σ(ϕ) is d−H = (d + H∧)-closed. This proves
Assertion (a) in Lemma 6.7. A similar argument proves Assertion (b). 
Lemma 6.8. Assume that there is a Hamiltonian action of a compact connected
Lie group G on an H-twisted generalized Calabi-Yau manifold M with proper
generalized moment map µ : M → t∗ and moment one form α ∈ Ω1(M, g∗).
Then eiµρ is an HG = (H+α)-twisted equivariantly closed form with coefficients
in the ring of formal power series.
Proof. For any ξ ∈ t, we have(
dG,HGe
iµρ
)
(ξ) = (
√
−1duξ∧ ρ− ιξMρ− α
ξ∧ ρ)eiµ
ξ
+ eiµ(dHρ)
=
(
−ξM+
√
−1(dµξ+
√
−1αξ)
)
· ρ
= 0.
The last equality holds because −ξM +
√
−1(dµξ +
√
−1αξ) is a section
of the
√
−1-eigenbundle of the generalized Calabi-Yau structure so that its
Clifford action annihilates ρ.

Remark 6.9. The same observation that eiµρ is an equivariant closed exten-
sion of ρ has been made in [HuUribe06], and in [NY07] for the case H = 0
and α = 0. However, eiµρwas treated as an equivariant differential form in
the usual Cartan model in [NY07]. This is incorrect since eiµρ : g → Ω(M)
is not a polynomial map, where g is the Lie algebra of G. For instance, let
G act on a symplectic manifold (M,ω)with moment mapΦ : M→ g∗, and
let ρ = eiω. Then eiΦeiω = ei(ω+Φ) = eiωG , where ωG := ω + Φ is the
equivariant symplectic form. It is well known that eiωG is not an equivari-
ant differential form in the Cartan model, c.f., [GS99, pp. 167]. Therefore,
strictly speaking, the proof of the Duistermaat-Heckman theorem in the
generalized Calabi-Yau setting given in [NY07] has a gap.
Theorem 6.10. Assume that there is a free Hamiltonian action of a k dimen-
sional torus T on an H-twisted 2n dimensional generalized Calabi-Yau manifold
M with proper generalized moment map µ : M → t∗ and moment one form
α ∈ Ω1(M, t∗), preserving the generalized Calabi-Yau structure ρ. Then the den-
sity function f for the push-forward measure on t∗ via the generalized moment map
µ is a polynomial of degree at most n − k.
Proof. As the action is free, after applying a B-transform, one can assume
that the moment one form α is zero. Under this assumption, HG = H
is an equivariantly closed three form in the usual Cartan model. First,
by Lemma 6.8 we have dG,H(e
iµρ) = 0. Since dG,H is a real operator,
we also have dG,H(e
−iµρ) = 0. Next we observe that the canonical anti-
automorphism σ : Ω∗(M) → Ω∗(M) extends naturally to the equivariant
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differential forms. Moreover, as an easy consequence of Lemma 6.7, we
have that
dG,−H(e
−iµσ(ρ)) = e−iµ(d+H∧)σ(ρ) + e−iµ(−
√
−1dµξ− ξM) · σ(ρ) = 0
Consequently by Lemma 2.3 e−2iµσ(ρ) ∧ ρ is equivariantly closed under
the usual (untwisted) equivariant differential dG.
Now choose a T -invariant t∗ valued connection one form θ for the prin-
cipal bundle M → M/T . Choose a basis of t so as to identify t∗ with Rk
and suppose θ = (θ1, θ2, · · · , θk), µ = (µ1, µ2, · · · , µk) under this identifi-
cation. Let cl be the unique closed two form onM/T such that π
∗cl = dθl,
1 ≤ l ≤ k. As we explained in Appendix A, the usual Cartan map, as de-
fined in (2.3), extends naturally to the equivariant differential forms with
coefficients in the ring of formal power series. Moreover, it follows easily
from Theorem A.3 that e−2iµσ(ρ) ∧ ρ gets mapped to an ordinary closed
differential form
e−2iµ
lclσ(τ)∧ τ,
where τ is the unique differential form on M/T such that π∗τ = ρhor, and
π : M→M/T is the quotient map.
Let ja : Ma → M/T be the inclusion map and let πa : µ−1(a) → Ma be
the natural projection map. From the commutative diagram
µ−1(a)
inclusion−−−−−−→ M
πa
y πy
Ma
ja−−−−→ M/T
we get that j∗aτ = ρ˜. The closed three form H descends to a closed three
form H˜ on M/T such that π∗H˜ = H and such that the quotient general-
ized Calabi-Yau structure ρa is deH-closed. By Lemma 6.7 σ(ρa) is d−eH-
closed. Note that deH is a real operator and ρ˜ is deH-closed. Hence σ(ρa)∧ ρ
is an ordinary closed differential form, representing a cohomology class
in H(M/T,C). Now let ϕ be the cohomology class of [e−2iµ
lclσ(τ) ∧ τ] in
H(M/T,C). Then we have
[σ(ρ˜a)∧ ρ˜a] = [j
∗
a (σ(τ)∧ τ)]
= [j∗a
(
e2iµ
lcl ∧ (e−2iµ
lcl ∧ σ(τ)∧ τ)
)
]
= [e2ia
lecl ∧ j∗a(e
−2iµlcl ∧ σ(τ)∧ τ)]
= [e2ia
lecl ]∧ j∗aϕ,
where ρa is the quotient generalized Calabi-Yau structure onMa, and c˜l =
j∗acl. Since Ma is compact and oriented, the embedding ja : Ma → M/T
defines an integral homology class [Ma] ∈ H2n−2k(M/T,Z). This homology
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class depends smoothly on a and is an integral class. So it is actually inde-
pendent of a. Let us fix an a0 in the moment map image µ(M). Then we
have [Ma0 ] = [Ma]. Thus up to a normalization factor the integral (6.1) can
be interpreted topologically as the pairing of the constant homology class
[Ma0 ]with the cohomology class
(6.5) [e2ia
lecl ]∧ j∗aϕ.
Note that c˜l represents a degree two cohomology class, 1 ≤ l ≤ k. There-
fore the density function (6.1) is a polynomial function of degree at most
n− k. 
Remark 6.11. If the generalized Calabi-Yau structure ρ is of constant type
p, then by the generalizedDarboux theorem locally it can always be written
as eB+iωθ1∧· · ·∧θp, whereB+iω is a closed complex valued two form, and
θ1, · · · , θp are complex valued one forms. (We refer to [Gua07, Thm. 4.35]
for details.) Combining this with (6.5), we conclude that the Duistermaat-
Heckman function is of degree at most n− k− p provided the generalized
Calabi-Yau structure ρ is of constant type p.
7. EXAMPLES OF HAMILTONIAN ACTIONS ON GENERALIZED
CALABI-YAU MANIFOLDS
The following theorem extends a useful construction of Hamiltonian ac-
tions in symplectic geometry [L04, Prop. 4.2] to generalized complex geom-
etry, and it is an equivariant version of a construction proposed in [Ca05,
Thm. 2.2]. It allows us to construct examples of Hamiltonian actions on
compact twisted generalized Calabi-Yau manifolds which are not a direct
product of a symplectic manifold and a complex manifold.
Theorem 7.1. Let (N,J ) be a compact H-twisted generalized Calabi-Yau mani-
fold. Then there exists a S2 bundle π : M→ N which satisfies
a) M admits a π∗H-twisted generalized Calabi-Yau structure J ′;
b) there exists a Hamiltonian S1 action on the generalized Calabi-Yau man-
ifold (M,J ′).
Proof. Let S2 be the set of unit vectors inR3. In cylindrical coordinates (θ, h)
away from the poles, 0 ≤ θ < 2π,−1 ≤ h ≤ 1, the standard symplectic form
on S2 is the area form σ = dθ∧ dh. The circle S1 acts on S2 by rotations
eit(θ, h) = (θ + t, h).
This action is Hamiltonian with the moment map given by µ = h, i.e., the
height function.
LetπP : P → N be the principal S1-bundlewith Euler class [c] ∈ H2(N,Z),
let Θ be the connection 1-form such that π∗Pc = dΘ, and letM be the asso-
ciated bundle P ×S1 S2. Then π : M → N is a symplectic fibration over
the compact H-twisted generalized complex manifold N. The standard
symplectic form σ on S2 gives rise to a symplectic form σx on each fibre
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π−1(x) ∼= S2, where x ∈ N, whereas the height function h on S2 gives rise
to a global function F onM whose restriction to each fiber is just h.
Next we resort tominimal coupling construction to get a closed two form
η which restricts to σx on each fiber π
−1(x). Let us give a sketch of this
construction here and refer to [GS84] for technical details. Consider the
closed tow form −d(tΘ) = −tdΘ − dt ∧ Θ defined on P × R. It is easy to
check that the S1 action defined by
eiθ(p, t) = (eiθp, t)
is Hamiltonian with moment map t. Thus the diagonal action of S1 on (P×
R)×S2 is also Hamiltonian, andM is just the reduced space of (P×R)×S2
at the zero level. As a result, the closed two form (−d(tΘ) + σ) |zero level
descends to a closed two form η on M which restricts to σx on each fibre
π−1(x) ∼= S2, and the function
(P × R)× S2→ R, (p, t, z) 7→ h(z)
descends to a function F on M which restricts to the height function h on
each fibre S2. Moreover, there is another S1 action on (P ×R)× S2which is
defined by letting S1 act on (P × R) trivially and act on S2 by rotation; this
action commutes with the above diagonal S1 action and so descends to a
fibrewise S1 action onM. Let X be the fundamental vector field generated
by this fibrewise S1 action. It is easy to check that the function F is invariant
under the fibrewise S1 action and ιX(η) = dF.
Let ρ be the closed nowhere vanishing pure spinor associated to the gen-
eralized Calabi-Yau structure J on N, and let (·, ·)M be the Mukai pairing
onM. We claim that for sufficiently small ǫ > 0,
(eiǫη∧ π∗ρ, e−iǫη∧ π∗ρ)M 6= 0.
Since η is non-degenerate on the vertical tangent space kerπ∗, at each
point x ∈M it determines a horizontal subspace
Horx = {X ∈ TxM : η(X, Y) = 0, ∀Y ∈ TxS2}.
The subspace Horx is a complement to TxS
2 and is isomorphic to Tπ(x)N via
π∗. So we have a spitting
TxM = Horx⊕ TxS2
which further induces a splitting of the space of differential forms of degree
two
∧2T∗xM = (∧
2Hor∗x)⊕ (∧2T∗xS2)⊕ (T∗xM⊗Hor∗x).
Here Hor∗x denotes the dual space of Horx. By the definition of the hori-
zontal subspaces, η splits into a direct sum η = η1 + η2 such that η1,x ∈
∧2Hor∗x, η2,x ∈ ∧2T∗xS2. Let (·, ·)Hor be the Mukai pairing on Hor and
(·, ·)N the Mukai pairing on N. Since Horx is isomorphic to Tπ(x)N via π∗,
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(π∗ρ, π∗ρ)Hor = (ρ, ρ)N 6= 0. In view of the compactness of N, for suffi-
ciently small ǫ we have
(eiǫη∧ π∗ρ, e−iǫη∧ π∗ρ)M = (2ǫiη2)∧ (eiǫη1π∗ρ, e−iǫη1π∗ρ)Hor 6= 0.
It is straightforward to check that eiǫη∧ π∗ρ is a dπ∗H-closed form. There-
fore eiǫη∧ π∗ρ determines a π∗H-twisted generalized Calabi-Yau structure
J ′. Finally we note that
(X − iǫdF) · (eiǫη∧ π∗ρ) = (iιX(ǫη) − iǫdF)∧ (eiǫη∧ π∗ρ) = 0.
This proves that the X − iǫdF ∈ C∞(L), where L is the i-eigenbundle of
J ′. Thus the S1 action is Hamiltonian with the generalized moment map
ǫF and trivial moment one form.

Remark 7.2. a) Topologically, M = P ×S1 S2 depends only on the
choice of integral cohomology class [c] ∈ H2(N). When [c] 6= 0,
it is easy to see that the S2-bundleM is non-trivial, i.e., not a Carte-
sian product of N an S2.
b) It is useful to have the following explicit description of η. Observe
that dθ − Θ is a basic form on (P × R) × S2. Its restriction to the
zero level of (P × R) × S2 descends to a one form γ on M whose
restriction to each fibre S2 is just dθ. It is easy to see that on the
associated bundle P ×S1 (S2 − {two poles}) we actually have η =
Fπ∗Mc+ γ∧ dF. Therefore, the generalized complex quotient taken
at the level ǫ < t < ǫ is M with the quotient generalized Calabi-
Yau structure eitc∧ ρ.
Example 7.3. Let N = T4 ∼= C2/Z4 be the four dimensional torus with
periodic coordinates zi = xi+ yi, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, and let
c = dx1∧ dy1, ρ1 = e
−icdz2, ρ2 = dz1∧ dz2.
Then it is easy to check that both ρ1 and ρ2 are generalized Calabi-Yau
structures onNwhich are of type 1 and 2 respectively.
Let P be the principal S1-bundle P with Euler class [c], M = P ×S1 S2
the S2-bundle associated to P, and ρ ′i := e
−icπ∗ρi the generalized Calabi-
Yau structures on M as constructed in Theorem 7.1. By Remark 7.2 the
generalized complex quotient taken at the level set −ǫ < t < ǫ is M with
the quotient generalized Calabi-Yau structure ρ˜ ′i = e
−itc∧ρi, i = 1, 2. Note
that N is endowed with the orientation (ρ˜ ′i, ρ˜ ′i), where (·, ·) stands for the
Mukai pairing on N. For convenience, we will denote by N+ the manifold
Nwith the orientation dx1∧ dx2∧ dx3∧dx4, andN
− the manifoldNwith
the orientation −dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3 ∧ dx4. As straightforward calculation
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shows that the Duistermaat-Heckman function for (M,ρ ′1) is
f1(t) = −
π
2
∫
N+
(e−i(t+1)cdz2, e
i(t+1)cdz2)
= −
π
2
∫
N+
4(t + 1)dx1∧ dy1∧ dx2∧ dy2
= −2π(t + 1);
whereas the Dustermaat-Heckman function for (M,ρ ′2) is
f2(t) = −
π
2
∫
N−
(e−itc∧ dz1∧ dz2, e
itc∧ dz1∧ dz2)
= −
π
2
∫
N−
−4dx1∧ dy1∧ dx2∧ dy2
= −2π.
APPENDIX A. THE EQUIVARIANT COHOMOLOGY WITH COEFFICIENTS IN
THE RING OF FORMAL POWER SERIES
In this appendix, we introduce the equivariant differential forms with
coefficients in the ring of formal power series. Let an n dimensional com-
pact connected Lie group G act on an m dimensional manifold M, let g be
the Lie algebra ofG. Choose a basis ξ1, ξ2, · · · , ξn of g and let x1, x2, · · · , xn
denote the corresponding dual basis in g∗ which generate the polynomial
ring Sg∗. Let R = C[[x1, x2, · · · , xn]] be the ring of formal power series over
C.
Definition A.1. Define
Ω̂G(M) = (C[[x1, x2, · · · , xn]]⊗Ω(M))G ,
to be the space of equivariant differential forms with coefficients in R, and define
the equivariant differential
(A.1)
dG(
∑
I
xI⊗αI) =
∑
I
(
xI⊗ dαI+ (xjxI)⊗ ιξj,MαI
)
,
∑
I
xI⊗αI ∈ (R⊗Ω(M))G,
where I is a multi-index, and ξj,M denotes the vector field induced by ξj ∈ g. It is
easy to check that d2G = 0. Define the cohomology
H(Ω̂G(M), dG) = kerdG/imdG
to be the equivariant cohomology with coefficients in R.
Let us give a more intrinsic description of Ω̂G(M), the space of equi-
variant differential forms with coefficients in C[[x1, x2, · · · , xn]]. Let a =
(x1, x2, · · · , xn) be the ideal in Sg∗ = C[x1, x2, · · · , xn] generated by x1, x2, · · · , xn.
Then the sequence of ideals
Sg∗ = a0 ⊇ a ⊇ · · · ⊇ ak ⊇ · · ·
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defines an a-adic topology on the polynomial ring Sg∗, c.f. [AM99, Chapter
10], and R = C[[x1, x2, · · · , xn]] = Ŝg∗ is the completion of Sg∗ under the
a-adic topology. Next consider the Sg∗-module Sg∗ ⊗Ω(M). The sequence
of modules
Sg∗ ⊗Ω(M) ⊇ a (Sg∗ ⊗Ω(M)) ⊇ · · · ⊇ ak (Sg∗ ⊗Ω(M)) ⊇ · · ·
defines an a-adic topology on Sg∗ ⊗ Ω(M). So (Sg∗ ⊗ Ω(M))G inherits a
topology from Sg∗ ⊗ Ω(M) as a subspace. Henceforth we will topologize
(Sg∗ ⊗ Ω(M))G as a topological subspace of Sg∗ ⊗ Ω(M) with the a-adic
topology. Note that C[[x1, x2, · · · , xn]] ⊗ Ω(M) is the completion of Sg∗ ⊗
Ω(M) under the a-adic topology. Also note that an element
∑
Ix
I ⊗ αI ∈
(C[[x1, x2, · · · , xn]] ⊗Ω(M))G if and only if each homogenous component
xI⊗αI ∈ (Sg∗⊗Ω(M))G. Thus we conclude that Ω̂G(M) is the completion
ofΩG(M) = (Sg
∗⊗Ω(M))G. After these preparatory remarks, we are ready
to state the following lemma.
Lemma A.2. Assume that G acts freely on the manifoldM. Then the usual equi-
variant differential dG : ΩG→ ΩG, the chain homotopy operator Q : ΩG→ ΩG
as defined in (2.4), and the Cartan map C : ΩG → Ωbas as defined in (2.3) are
continuous map from ΩG to itself.
Proof. We divide our proofs into three steps.
1) dG : ΩG→ ΩG is continuous.
Note that as an operator dG is also defined on Sg
∗ ⊗Ω(M). Fur-
thermore, we have
dG
(
ak(Sg∗ ⊗Ω(M))
)
⊂ ak(Sg∗ ⊗Ω(M)),
for any k ≥ 0. So dG : Sg∗ ⊗Ω(M) → Sg∗ ⊗Ω(M) is continuous
and so its restriction toΩG is also continuous.
2) The chain homotopy map Q is continuous.
Let K, R and F be the operators we introduced in Section 2.2.
Note that K, RF and Q are all defined on Sg∗ ⊗Ω(M) as well, and
we have
K
(
ak(Sg∗ ⊗Ω(M))
)
⊂ ak−1(Sg∗ ⊗Ω(M)),
(RF)i
(
ak(Sg∗ ⊗Ω(M))
)
⊂ ak−i(Sg∗ ⊗Ω(M)),
where 0 ≤ i ≤ k. Thus K and RF are both continuous operators
and so their restrictions toΩG are also continuous. Note that given
any γ ∈ Sg∗ ⊗ Ω(M), R = dθr∂r increases the form degree of γ
by two, whereas F preserves both the form degree and polynomial
degree of γ. So for i > 1
2
dimM we have (RF)i = 0 for dimension
reasons. Therefore we conclude that Q = KF
(
RF + (RF)2+ · · · )
is also continuous on Sg∗ ⊗ Ω(M) and so the restriction of Q is
continuous onΩG.
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3) The Cartan map C : ΩG→ Ωbas is continuous.
This follows from the simple observation that, for dimension
reasons, by (2.3) we have C (ak(Sg∗ ⊗Ω(M)) = 0 if k > 1
2
dimM.

As we have explained, Ω̂G(M) is the completion of ΩG(M). Thus dG,
Q, and C have an unique extension to Ω̂G(M). One checks easily that the
extension of dG to Ω̂G is the one as we defined in Definition A.1, and the
extension of the Cartan map C : Ω̂G→ Ωbas is given by
(A.2)
∑
I
xI⊗ αI→∑
I
cI∧ αI,
where ci is the curvature elements as defined in (2.2), and I = (i1, i2, · · · , in)
is a multi-index. Note that if | I | =
∑n
k=1 ik >
1
2dimM, then c
I∧ αI = 0 for
dimension reasons. So the right hand side of (A.2) is actually a finite sum.
Since the equality dGQ + QdG = I − C holds on ΩG, it also holds on the
completion ofΩG, i.e., Ω̂G.
In summary, we have proved the following result.
Theorem A.3. Assume the action of G onM is free. Then the Cartan map (A.2)
induces a natural isomorphism from H(Ω̂G(M), dG) to the ordinary cohomology
H(M/G).
Indeed, we can prove a slightly more general result. Suppose that H ∈
Ω3(M) is a closed basic three form. Then the map
H∧ : ΩG→ ΩG, α 7→ H∧ α
is obviously continuous. Since H is a basic form, a straightforward check
shows thatQ(H∧α) +H∧ (Qα) = 0 for any α ∈ ΩG. As a result, dG,HQ+
QdG,H = I − C holds on ΩG, and so it also holds on Ω̂G. This proves the
following result.
Theorem A.4. Assume the action of G on M is free. Let π : M → M/G be the
quotient map. And assume that H ∈ Ω3(X) is a basic form so that there is a three
form H˜ ∈ Ω3(X/G)which satisfies π∗H˜ = H. Then the Cartan map (A.2) induces
a natural isomorphism from HG(M,H) to the twisted cohomology H(M/G, H˜).
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